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Abstract

Intravascular stents are small tube-like structures expanded into stenotic arteries to restore blood flow perfusion to the

downstream tissues. The stent is mounted on a balloon catheter and delivered to the site of blockage. When the balloon is inflated,

the stent expands and is pressed against the inner wall of the coronary artery. After the balloon is deflated and removed, the stent

remains in place, keeping the artery open. Hence, the stent expansion defines the effectiveness of the surgical procedure: it depends

on the stent geometry, it includes large displacements and deformations and material non-linearity.

In this paper, the finite element method is applied (i) to understand the effects of different geometrical parameters (thickness,

metal-to-artery surface ratio, longitudinal and radial cut lengths) of a typical diamond-shaped coronary stent on the device

mechanical performance, (ii) to compare the response of different actual stent models when loaded by internal pressure and (iii) to

collect suggestions for optimizing the device shape and performance.

The stent expansion and partial recoil under balloon inflation and deflation were simulated. Results showed the influence of the

geometry on the stent behavior: a stent with a low metal-to-artery surface ratio has a higher radial and longitudinal recoil, but a

lower dogboning. The thickness influences the stent performance in terms of foreshortening, longitudinal recoil and dogboning.

In conclusion, a finite element analysis similar to the one herewith proposed could help in designing new stents or analyzing actual

stents to ensure ideal expansion and structural integrity, substituting in vitro experiments often difficult and unpractical. r 2002

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Intravascular stents are small tube-like structures
placed into stenotic arteries to restore blood flow
perfusion to the downstream tissues. The first implanted
stent was described by Dotter (1969) to treat arterial
shrinkage, but the clinical routine implantation began in
the 1990s to improve the limitations of balloon
angioplasty, such as restenosis and abrupt closure
(Dangas and Fuster, 1996; Gottsauner-Wolf et al.,
1996). If compared to angioplasty, higher efficiency of
stents is supported by randomized trials and clinical

studies (Fischman et al., 1994; Serruys et al., 1994;
Versaci et al., 1997). Nevertheless, problems and
difficulties remain, such as migrations, collapses, cloth
formations or positioning difficulties (Bjarnason et al.,
1993; Wong et al., 1996; Rosenfield et al., 1997).
Different typologies of stents are available on the

market and the importance for the operator to know the
different physical properties of the stent selected to treat
a specific lesion is recognized. Up to now, apart from the
manufacturer claims, available useful information come
from some experimental comparative studies (Rieu et al.,
1999; Dyet et al., 2000; Ormiston et al., 2000; Barragan
et al., 2000). Only recently, numerical analyses with
finite element method (FEM) have been proposed as an
alternative approach to investigate mechanical proper-
ties of intravascular stents.
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Although FEM is nowadays a methodology well
known and widely used in many engineering fields
(mechanical, structural, aeronautical, etc.), it is worth-
while remembering that the reliability of the results
clearly depends on the assumptions and hypotheses
adopted in the analysis. Indeed, the stent expansion
includes geometric and material non-linearities, which
are difficult to be properly simulated. As far as we
know, apart from in vitro fluid dynamics studies on
intravascular stent (Peacock et al., 1995; Fabregues
et al., 1998), structural FEM analyses were used by
Dumoulin and Cochelin (2000) to evaluate and
characterize some mechanical properties of balloon-
expandable stent, by Etave et al. (2001) to compare
the performance of two different types of stent, by
Auricchio et al. (2001) who realized a 3D study
of the stent–artery interaction during stent deployment,
by Rogers et al. (1999) who studied a 2D balloon–artery
interaction, and by Oh et al. (1994) who exploited FEM
to analyze the stress state of atherosclerotic artery
during balloon angioplasty. Examples of the advantages
in the use of FEM model in predicting the mechanical
behavior of stents and balloons are reported also by
Whitcher (1997).
Actually, although intravascular stents are nowadays

routinely and successfully used, research and develop-
ments are still necessary, in particular to improve the
design and to reduce the long-term failure.
The purpose of this work is to show how the FEM

can be used in the optimization of the design of
coronary intravascular stent. In particular, the FEM is
herewith applied to investigate the effects of different
geometrical features on the mechanical performance of a
widely adopted stent and to compare the response of
different stent models.
To reach these goals, the study was organized as

described in the following:

* A 3D FEM model of a typical diamond-shaped
q(DS) intravascular stent (Palmaz-Schatz)1 was
developed to investigate the effects of different
geometrical features (such as thickness, longitudinal
and radial length of cuts) on the mechanical
behavior of the stent. The stent performance was
evaluated in terms of radial recoil, longitudinal
qrecoil, foreshortening, and dogboning. On the basis
of some preliminary results, a modification of this
geometry is also proposed to minimize the dogboning
effect.

* Two additional types of stent similar in the strut
design to those available on the market, and
comparable in terms of dimension (length, diameter,
thickness of the strut) to the typical DS stent were
studied.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Diamond-shaped stent

2.1.1. 3D geometrical model

A 3D model of a typical DS intravascular stent,
obtained, for example, from a cylinder worked with
laser technology is depicted in Fig. 1 in its unexpanded
configuration. It is assumed to be a tube with
rectangular slots on its surface. The stent has a length
L of 16mm, an outer diameter D of 1.2mm, a thickness
s of 0.1mm, five slots in the longitudinal direction and
12 slots in the circumferential direction with length l of
2.88mm, and a metal/artery index of 0.3 (model DS).
The metal/artery index is defined as aP=aV; where aV is
the angle described by the slot and aP is the angle
described by the metal in the cross section in the
unexpanded configuration (Fig. 1). It is interesting to
observe that the metal/artery index aP=aV can be related
to the actual metal surface (m) in contact with the
arterial wall surface (a): model DS has a ratio m=a of
0.329.
A parametric analysis was performed by varying in

model DS the slot length (l), the stent thickness (s) and
the metal/artery index (aP=aV) alternatively. In particu-
lar, 8 different models were compared with model DS,
having the following values of the parameters:

* an aP/aV ratio of 0.02 (model DSa1), of 0.60 (model
DSa2), of 1.00 (model DSa3) and of 1.46 (model
DSa4).

* a stent thickness s of 0.08mm (model DSs1) and of
0.06mm (model DSs2);

* a slot length l of 2.92mm (model DSl1) and of
2.96mm (model DSl2);

The first five columns of Table 1 report the model
classification with the corresponding values of the
geometrical parameters.

2.1.2. Constitutive material model

The stent is assumed to be made of 316LN stainless
steel. The inelastic constitutive response is described
through a Von Mises–Hill plasticity model with
isotropic hardening. The Young modulus is 196GPa,
the Poisson ratio 0.3, the yield stress 205MPa (Aur-
icchio et al., 2001).

2.1.3. Mesh sensitivity and simulations

A large deformation analysis is performed using the
FEM commercial code ABAQUS (Hibbit Karlsson &
Sorenses, Inc., Pawtucket, RI, USA). The FEM was
applied to study the stent behavior under internal
pressure loading conditions. Due to the circumferential
symmetry, only one-twelfth of model DS is discretized
by means of eight-node brick elements based on a1Johnson & Johnson, Interventional System, Warren, NJ, USA.
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displacement formulation. The presence of a long-
itudinal symmetry allows to study half of the length;
in the following the nodes belonging to the free
extremity are referred as distal, while those lying on
the symmetric plane as central (Fig. 1). The meshes were
automatically generated by the commercial code GAM-
BIT (Fluent Inc., Lebanon, NH, USA). In particular,
the 10 models of Table 1 were meshed with a total
number of brick elements ranged between 2568 and
3840, corresponding to a number of nodes ranged

between 4660 and 6560, respectively. As regards the
boundary conditions, the nodes belonging to a sym-
metric plane are required to have zero displacement in
the direction normal to the symmetry plane.
Before running the parametric analysis, a sensitivity

test was performed to control the influence of the
element number on the results. Indeed, model DS was
meshed with eight-node brick elements with a number of
nodes of 4240, 11,280, and 39,312. The displacements of
the central nodes were checked under a radial pressure

16 mm

l/2l αV
αP

D 

s 

Central nodes

Distal nodes

Fig. 1. Geometry of the unexpanded DS stent strut; l: length of the slot, s: thickness, aP: angle described by the metallic surface, aV: angle described
by the slot and D: outer diameter; finite element mesh for a quarter of model DS stent.

Table 1

Geometric data and results

Model Design parameters Results

s (mm) l (mm) aP=aV m=a Radial recoil Long. recoil

(%)

Foreshortening

(%)

Dogboning

(%)

P1.5mm

(MPa)

PEEQ

Central (%)Distal (%)

DS 0.1 2.88 0.30 0.329 2.90 2.87 �0.66 6.69 27.87 0.283 0.121

DSa1 0.1 2.88 0.20 0.251 3.74 3.40 �0.87 6.27 22.52 0.173 0.108

DSa2 0.1 2.88 0.60 0.438 2.21 2.19 �0.56 7.19 37.11 0.500 0.205

DSa3 0.1 2.88 1.00 0.580 1.82 1.70 �0.60 9.61 59.54 0.740 0.340

DSa4 0.1 2.88 1.46 0.635 1.74 1.53 �0.68 11.97 66.33 0.815 0.400

DSmod 0.1 2.88 0.3/0.6 0.333 2.92 3.95 �0.46 4.08 �46.25 0.306 0.106

DSs1 0.08 2.88 0.30 0.329 2.70 2.63 �0.68 7.21 33.96 0.233 0.164

DSs2 0.06 2.88 0.30 0.329 2.74 2.66 �0.77 8.07 43.94 0.164 0.192

DSl1 0.1 2.92 0.30 0.319 2.99 2.78 �0.69 6.62 28.68 0.289 0.141

DSl2 0.1 2.96 0.30 0.289 3.25 3.08 �0.73 6.41 27.70 0.255 0.123

s: thickness; l: length; m=a: metal-to-artery ratio.
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of 1MPa: the percent differences between the finest
and the other meshes were of 0.49% and 0.21%,
respectively. It is possible to conclude that this problem
is not sensitive to the grid refinement of the mesh.
Moreover, since the code GAMBIT has a better

performance using tetrahedral elements when the model
geometry is complex, a sensitivity test was also
performed to control the influence of the element type
on the results. Hence, model DS was meshed with 10-
node tetrahedral elements. Three meshes with 5567,
7440, 13,341 nodes were compared with the finest brick
mesh (39,312 nodes): the percent differences noticed in
the central node displacements were 1.78%, 0.95% and
0.40%, respectively. The problem is not sensitive to the
grid type, when a number of sufficiently high elements
are taken into account.
Simulations were organized in three levels.
Initially, simulations were performed to mimic the

free expansion of the stent. A uniform linearly increas-
ing radial pressure (P) was applied at the internal
surface of the stent till the radius reached the value of
2mm in the central region. At this stage the following
quantities were calculated:

* the pressure (P2 mm); and
* the distal radius (Rdistal).

Then, simulations were performed to investigate the
behavior of the stent up to a diameter of 3mm, which
corresponds to a typical inner diameter of a coronary
vessel. This means that the stent was loaded by an
internal uniform radial pressure up to its reaching
1.5mm radius in the central region (Rload

central). At this
stage the following quantities were calculated:

* the pressure (P1:5 mm);
* the longitudinal length (Lload); and
* the distal radius (Rload

distal).

Finally, simulations were performed to investigate the
mechanical properties of the stent after the load
removal. The stent was unloaded decreasing the internal
pressure up to zero. At this stage the following
quantities were calculated:

* the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) evaluated asR t

0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
3
’epl : ’epl

q
dt; where ’epl is the increment of the

plastic strain tensor;
* the longitudinal length (Lunload);
* the central radius (Runload

central ); and
* the distal radius (Runload

distal ).

2.1.4. Output quantities

The result values obtained from the simulations were
used to calculate the following quantities:

* the distal and central radial recoil, defined as

Distal radial recoil ¼
Rload
distal � Runload

distal

Rload
distal

;

Central radial recoil ¼
Rload
central � Runload

central

Rload
central

;

* the longitudinal recoil, defined as

Longitudinal recoil ¼
Lload � Lunload

Lload
;

* the foreshortening, defined as

Foreshortening ¼
L � Lload

L
;

* the dogboning, defined as

Dogboning ¼
Rload
distal � Rload

central

Rload
distal

:

2.2. Different stent geometries

A new model, model DSmod, was obtained modifying
model DS: the dimension of the 12 circumferential slots
in the distal part was reduced, increasing the aP=aV ratio
from 0.3 to 0.6.
Furthermore, two additional models were considered

resembling two stents in use at the moment (Multi-Link
Tetra2 and Carbostent3): the principal dimensions (stent
length L ¼ 16mm, outer diameter D ¼ 1:2mm and
thickness s ¼ 0:1mm) are similar to those adopted for
model DS; the material parameters are left unchanged as
well. These two models were meshed with 10-node
tetrahedral elements. The former (model GEO1, number
of nodes equal to 176,584, top of Fig. 2a) has a
corrugated ring pattern with a metal-to-artery ratio
(m=a) of 0.341. It does not show any longitudinal or
circumferential symmetry. The latter (model GEO2,
number of nodes equal to 89,918, bottom of Fig. 2b)
exhibits a cellular geometry with a metal-to-artery ratio
(m=a) of 0.345. Its longitudinal symmetry allows study-
ing only half of the length.
These models were compared with model DS, to

investigate the effects of the design on the stent
performance.

2Guidant, Indianapolis, IN, USA.
3Sorin Biomedica, Saluggia, Italy.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. DS stent

The first series of simulations evinced the strong
influence of the metal-to-artery ratio (aP=aV) on the
pressure increment necessary to expand the stent up to a
radius of 2mm in the central zone (Fig. 3 top). Indeed,
in the case of aP=aV ¼ 0:2; a value of 0.12MPa is
sufficient to expand the stent; an increment of only
0.09MPa produces a radius of 2mm very steeply; in the
case of aP=aV ¼ 1:46; 0.57MPa is necessary to start the
expansion and only after an additional increment of
0.34MPa, the radius expansion is completed (Fig. 3
bottom).
One of the undesirable effects during the stent

implant, is the so-called dogboning: it consists in a
stronger expansion of the distal zone with respect to the
central one. Fig. 4 demonstrates the different relevance
of this effect in stents having different metal-to-artery
ratio. In particular, the dogboning decreases with the
aP=aV ratio.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the simulations
where the stent is loaded till the radius in the central
zone reaches 1.5mm and subsequently it is unloaded.
Results are expressed in terms of radial and longitudinal
recoil, foreshortening, dogboning, pressure required to
reach an expanded stent radius, in the central zone,
equal to 1.5mm (P1:5 mm) and the equivalent plastic
strain (PEEQ).
These results show the influence of the geometry on

the stent behavior:

* Increasing the ratio aP=aV; the radial and longitudinal
recoil decrease, while the foreshortening, the dogbon-
ing, the pressure P1:5 mm and the PEEQ increase.

* Decreasing the thickness s, the longitudinal recoil, the
foreshortening, the dogboning, and the PEEQ
increase, while the pressure P1:5 mm decreases. The
radial recoil does not seem to be significantly
influenced by the thickness variation.

* Increasing the slot length l; the radial recoil increases,
while the other quantities are not significantly
influenced by its variation.

Fig. 2. GEO1 (top) and GEO2 (bottom) models. The former is complete, as there are no geometrical symmetries, while the latter is represented only

for a half of its length.
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3.2. Different stent geometries

Fig. 5 shows the Von Mises stress distribution along
the stent in the load condition for Models DS, GEO1
and GEO2: as was expected, all the stresses are
concentrated in the area of connection between slots;
here the development of plastic hinges allows the stent
expansion.

Fig. 6 depicts the effects of the different stent
geometries on the central and distal radius expansion.
In the modified distal geometry (DSmod), the distal

nodes have smaller radial displacement than the central
ones (dogboning �46.25%): varying the ratio aP=aV; it
is possible to control the dogboning effect up to obtain
an opposite effect. The value of the pressure necessary to
expand the distal zone until an outer radius value of
1.5mm is higher than that of model DS (0.42 vs.
0.25MPa), while, as it was expected, the central zone is
expanded with a pressure approximately equal (Fig. 6,
top).
In model GEO1, the distal expansion has a different

behavior according to the orientation of the ring
pattern. In ‘distal zone 1’ (Fig. 2) the expansion is more
pronounced than in ‘distal zone 2’. In particular, in
‘distal zone 1’ the dogboning effect is absent, while in
‘distal zone 2’, an effect opposite to the dogboning is
present. This peculiar behavior is due to the particular
stent design which shows less metal surface at ‘distal
zone 2’: the net force applied in this area is lower than in
the other areas of the stent strut, since the pressure is
uniformly applied along the stent surface. As a
consequence, the expansion is expected to be smaller.
The inclusion of a balloon in the analysis would have
certainly mitigated this anomalous behavior. For this
reason, the computation of the quantities of interest was
performed in both the distal zones. Furthermore, this
model shows the lowest pressure necessary to reach an
outer radius value of 1.5mm in ‘distal zone 1’
(0.31MPa), while in ‘distal zone 2’, it has a behavior
similar to model DS.
In model GEO2, the central and distal radial

expansions are similar and the dogboning effect is
nearly absent. The value of pressure necessary to expand
the distal zone until an outer radius value of 1.5mm is
similar to that of model DSmod (0.45MPa).
Finally, model DSmod has a radial recoil comparable

with model DS, while model GEO1 does not show any
recoil; model GEO2 has a radial recoil similar to model
DS, whereas the longitudinal recoil is negligible. As a
last remark, it can be noticed that the foreshortening in
model DSmod is lower than in model DS, while models
GEO1 and GEO2 show higher values (Table 2).

4. Limitations

The modeling of a coronary stent from the implanta-
tion until the complete integration in the host artery is a
challenging study. Indeed, the implantation involves
contact between balloon, stent and diseased artery; the
long-term behavior involves interaction between the
stent, the artery and the blood flowing through this
structure. This study addresses only the free stent
expansion. The interaction between the balloon and
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the stent has not been modeled, even if the effects of the
balloon expansion have been simulated with a uniform
pressure, as reported also by Dumoulin and Cochelin
(2000), applied directly on the internal metallic surface
of the stent through follower loads. Furthermore, the
variable thickness strut, which is an important para-
meter in the optimization of conformability and
scaffolding, has not been considered in the present
study, although the shape patterns of the stent have been
reproduced in detail.

Actually, the analysis of the stent mechanical beha-
vior would require an appropriate modeling of arterial
vessel and atherosclerotic plaque and the simulation of
their contact with the stent: these features will be
evaluated in future studies.

5. Conclusions

A finite element analysis similar to the one herewith
proposed could help in designing new stents or
analyzing actual stents to ensure ideal expansion and

Fig. 5. Von Mises stress contours for models DS, GEO1 and GEO24.

4A colour version of this figure can be found at http: //

wwwlabs.stru.polimi.it/downloads
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structural integrity, substituting in vitro experiments
often difficult and unpractical.
These results are promising and useful in the study of

the mechanical performances of the stent itself. In
particular, they pointed out the possibility to optimize
the radial expansion of the classical stent by varying the
aP=aV ratio along the stent or only in the distal part or
changing the stent pattern shape.
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